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ABSTRACT
As the storage industry transitions towards the principal use of flash memory, a key
element of that transition includes Non-Volatile Memory Express (NVMe) and, in
particular, NVMe-TCP – i.e., NVMe over Transport Control Protocol (TCP). Techniques
are presented herein that support a comprehensive, centralized scheme for provisioning
end-to-end NVMe flows through existing data center switches, without requiring
substantive changes to switch code, thus providing a flexible and highly visible resourceaware network provisioning solution for NVMe-TCP deployments.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
The storage industry is transitioning towards the principal use of flash memory,
with all of its various forms projected to reach at least $25 billion by 2024. A key element
of that transition includes NVMe. In particular, in data center environments NVMe-TCP
will eventually dominate deployments.
NVMe typically has a small number of long lasting elephant flows (e.g., greater
than 3G) as compared to typical data center environments that have a large number of small
flows of short duration.
Such flows may encompass extremely high speed data transfers and require ultralow latency and zero congestion. A spine and leaf network architecture is a preferred
architecture within a data center environment and within such an environment there will
be multiple links between spine and leaf switches. The use of hashing, Link Aggregation
Groups (LAGs), etc. work well in a data center environment because of the large number
of short duration flows, but such techniques do not provide a guaranteed non-blocking
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Internet Protocol (IP) fabric. This becomes a more significant problem for a small number
of long lasting flows.
In addition, faults may occur. A fault may encompass aspects of a logical failure
and a physical failure. A network must rectify a fault immediately and ensure, in case of
faults, that it can establish non-blocking behavior for as many flows as possible without
over provisioning the network links.
Rectification of faults and establishment of non-blocking behavior should be
performed with as little underutilization as possible, ideally matching downstream
bandwidth to uplink bandwidth with zero underutilization.
To address these challenges, techniques are presented herein that support a
comprehensive scheme for provisioning end-to-end NVMe flows through existing data
center switches without requiring substantive changes to a switch’s code.
As depicted in Figure 1, below, at inception a Network Controller may learn or
discover a range of network information such as, for example:


A fabric’s topology using information obtained from different switches (e.g.,
utilizing Link Layer Discovery Protocol (LLDP), etc.).



The capacity of all of the interfaces in the fabric.



Stream constraints (such as, for example, bandwidth requirements) for all of the
allowed NVMe streams through the fabric. Note, that this this could be obtained
through user configuration.
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Figure 1: Network Controller Discovery
As depicted in Figure 2, below, using all of the information thus gathered the
Network Controller may create and maintain a Decision Engine.

Additionally, the

Network Controller may also install on each switch its reachability information (including,
for example, its IP address and credentials). Further, the different switches may be
configured with a "feature NVMe" indicating that no traffic request shall be serviced on a
switch except when provisioned by the Network Controller.
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Figure 2: Network Controller Configuration
During operation, any time that a switch in the network receives a NVMe Connect
Request, the switch may send request parameters to the Network Controller and
subsequently need take no further action. See, for example, Figure 3, below.
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Figure 3: NVMe Connect Request
In response to receiving a NVMe Connect Request, the Network Controller may
consult its configuration to see if the given request is allowed on the fabric. If it is not, the
request is dropped and then logged as a policy violation. However, if the request is an
allowed request, the Network Controller may, based on its Decision Engine, locate a path
through the network that the request should take. If no path is possible, the request can be
dropped and the event can be logged as a provisioning failure.
Otherwise, if a path is possible, the Decision Engine is updated and a flow path is
provisioned via Application Programming Interface (API) calls on the relevant switches.
This includes, possibly among other things, installing the relevant policers on the First Hop
Router (FHR) ingress interface and establishing the appropriate policy-based routing (PBR)
on all of the selected interfaces. See, for example, Figure 4, below.

Figure 4: Flow Path Provisioning
The source host facing switch may then create and send a NVMe Connect Request
to the source host. When the host responds with a Connect Response, the receiving switch
may forward that response to the Network Controller that verifies and forwards the
response to the request originating switch, which in turn, may generate and send the
response on to the requesting host. See, for example, Figure 5, below.
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Figure 5: Connect Response Processing
In this fashion, the requested end-to-end flow may be established with guaranteed
bandwidth availability on the network.
As depicted in Figure 6, below, the FHR device may use the installed policer to
collect periodic statistics and send that information to the Network Controller. This may
help the Network Controller and/or a user watch for any underutilization or overutilization
(e.g., traffic drops) of the provided bandwidth.
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Figure 6: Periodic Statistics
When a stream termination is initiated, a set of events similar to the above sequence
may take place. For example, as illustrated in Figure 7, below, consider a case in which
the source sends a Termination Request and the request is forwarded to the Network
Controller.

Figure 7: Termination Request
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Upon receiving the request, the Network Controller may check to determine
whether the indicated stream exists in the network. If the stream does exist in the network,
the Network Controller may proceed to update the Decision Engine and withdraw the
provisioning from the network. As a result, the Last Hop Router (LHR) switch may create
and send the Termination Request to the relevant host, as shown in Figure 8, below.

Figure 8: Termination Request Processing
It is important to note that the techniques presented herein may:


Allow a user to configure paths through a fabric utilizing direct API calls to a
Network Controller without needing to send any control traffic through the
network.



Make network error correction seamless. Any ‘link down’ events in a fabric can
be detected by the Network Controller and provisioning can be removed and
then moved as necessary to keep a stream alive.



Since the Network Controller knows of all the provisioned paths and
corresponding statistics, it can publish that information thereby allowing clear
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visibility into the network to an end user. Provisioning success and failure can
also immediately communicated to the user.
In summary, techniques have been presented that support a comprehensive scheme
for provisioning end-to-end NVMe flows through existing data center switches without
requiring full stack development in switch code to support NVMe flows, which may
facilitate a flexible and highly visible resource-aware network provisioning solution for
NVMe-TCP deployments.
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